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Introduction

Failure of pillars in bord-and-pillar panels in
South Africa more often than not results in
surface subsidence. This is due to the general
combination of mining depth, being in the
range 40 m to 160 m, panel width, of the order
of 80 m to over 200 m and mining height,
ranging from 1.5 m to over 4 m. 

From the points of view of planning for
mine closure and undermining of surface
structures with bord-and-pillar mining, it is
important to have some knowledge of how
long coal pillars will be stable for. It is known

that over time, coal pillars lose strength and
that at some or other time in the future, the
failure of pillars that were stable at the time of
mining, is possible. Predicting the time of
failure has positive consequences for handling
the effects of subsidence over the long term.

The approach that is normally adopted in
situations where surface structures are to be
undermined, is to leave larger pillars with
higher safety factors underneath those
structures. It comes down to making a ‘stable’
situation ‘even more’ stable, although it
cannot be quantified for how long the
additional stability will remain to be valid. 

It is known that the safety factors of coal
pillars do not quantifiably correlate with their
lives. Broadly speaking, under identical
conditions, pillars with higher safety factors
are likely to last longer than ones with lower
safety factors. However, beyond this broad
statement, nothing more can be said about the
relationship between safety factors and coal
pillar lives.

This paper describes a process, based on
observation, of coal pillar failure by
progressive weakening from the outer edges of
the pillars towards the inner areas. It is
postulated that at some or other time, the
remaining core of the pillar will be too small to
bear the weight of the overburden and failure
will then occur. The rate of weakening is
determined for different areas and seams in
South Africa and the time of failure is then
predicted. The predicted time of failure is
compared with the actual life-spans of pillars
in the data base of failed pillar cases. 

Note that in the context of this paper, the
term ‘pillar failure’ refers to the failure of a
large number of pillars in a panel and not to
the failure of individual pillars. The area of
failure is at least equal to a circle with diameter
equal to the panel width.
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Synopsis

The data base of failed coal pillars in South Africa was
analysed with regard to the time of failure in an effort to develop a
method to predict how long after their formation coal pillars will
fail. It was found that meaningful results could only be obtained by
splitting the data base up into groups that displayed similar
behaviour. 

It was postulated, based on observation and experience, that
coal pillars fail by a process of progressive weakening progressing
into the pillar from the edges. Minimum pillar dimensions to ensure
failure were calculated—these were the dimensions that
corresponded to a minimum ‘real’ factor of safety.

From the scaling distance required to reach the minimum safety
factor, rates of scaling for the failed pillars were calculated based
on the observed real lives of the pillars. It was found that the rates
of scaling were unique for different mining areas and that they
correlated directly with mining height and inversely with time.

Using the derived scaling rates, the predicted pillar lives were
back calculated for the pillars in the data base of failed pillars. In
two of the three groups, the predicted lives correlated well with the
observed lives on a one-to-one comparison. In all cases, the
predicted lives were in the same time range as the observed lives.

Overall, the frequency of predicted lives closely replicated the
observed frequency of observed lives of the pillars in the data base
of failed pillars. The method was successful in distinguishing
between the data base of failed and a representative sample of
intact pillars. While the predictions matched the observed lives of
failed pillars, the predictions of expected lives for intact (hitherto
unfailed) pillars were orders of magnitude greater.

It is now possible to estimate the frequencies of future pillar
failures for the purposes of mine closure and undermining of
surface structures within broad bands.
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It should also be understood that pillar failure in South
Africa is a rare occurrence. It is estimated that less than 0.3%
of the pillars that have been created, have failed.

Previous attempts to predict pillar life

There are several safety factor formulae for coal mine pillars
the world over.  However, the time effect has not often been
studied and the results so far have not been resoundingly
successful. 

Van Besien and Rockaway (1988) published a formula
based on pillar stress, yielding the time delay between mining
and the possible onset of pillar failure. They postulated that if
failure had not occurred by the predicted time, it would not
happen. The method is purely empirical, based on case
studies in the USA, without reference to a mode of failure.

Hao and Chug (1992) published the results of an analysis
of 24 bord-and-pillar subsidences in Illinois.  They concluded
that failure of the floor was the most likely subsidence
mechanism and then developed a formula to predict the pillar
life. As this method only relates to floor failure, as occurs
commonly in the Illinois Basin in the USA with soft floor, its
application to South Africa is not relevant.

Van der Merwe (1993) observed and analysed pillar
failures in the Vaal Basin and concluded that progressive
pillar scaling was the mode of pillar failure.  He found a
correlation between mining height and the rate of scaling.
Combined with the scaling distance required to reduce the
safety factor to a value of 0,3 (the minimum value at which
all the failed pillars in the data base had failed), this yielded a
method to predict the Pillar Life Index, specifically not called
a pillar life because of the restrictions of the method.  This
method was only valid for the Vaal Basin.

Salamon et al. (1998) investigated Van der Merwe’s
method further, developing a statistical  procedure to predict
the probability of failure at a given point in time. Their
method, however, used the probability of failure of pillars
using the original mining dimensions at different times of
failure. This is not valid for pillars after scaling had taken
place and at a specific point in time, as the pillar dimensions
at the time of failure were not the same as at the time of
mining.

Postulated mode of pillar failure

Coal pillars may fail as a result of several mechanisms,
including progressive scaling, fire and foundation failure. Fire
is regarded as a special case and will be excluded from the
study. Foundation failure has been observed in South Africa
only on isolated occasions, for instance at the No. 5 Seam at
Matla colliery and some mines in the Kwa-Zulu Natal
Province. While it is regarded as the main failure mechanism
in Illinois in the USA, it is regarded as a minor mechanism in
South Africa. 

It has been stated that in weak roof areas like the Vaal
Basin No. 3 Seam, pillars may fail as a result of roof collapse
and the consequent increase in pillar height. While this
mechanism cannot be excluded as a possibility, it has to be
seen in the correct context. The author has several years’
experience of underground work in the Vaal Basin, and while

roof falls did occur more frequently there than elsewhere,
they were still rare occurrences when seen in the overall
context. They tended to be directional and confined to certain
roadways, very seldom occurring in a general and widespread
fashion that was likely to affect pillar stability over any
appreciable area. By contrast, pillar scaling was seen to occur
generally and almost everywhere, like in the examples in
Figures 1 and 2 from different mining areas in South Africa. 

Model of pillar failure

It is postulated that the majority of the pillars in South Africa
fail by progressive weakening of the pillars, by a process that
starts at the pillar edges and works its way into the pillar
core. As the pillar sides get weaker, scaling occurs and the
effective sizes of the pillars are decreased. Eventually it
reaches the stage where the loss of strength is sufficient to
result in failure of the pillars.

If the original pillar width is w and it scales by an amount
d, then the effective pillar width is w – d. At the same time,
the bord width B will increase to B + d, while the pillar centre
distance, C, equal to B + w, will remain unaffected. Figure 3
illustrates the principle.
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Figure 2—Pillar scaling on the Ermelo B-Seam in a 90-year old area,
where pillar scaling is generally considered to be a less serious
problem

Figure 1—Typical view of an old pillar in the Vaal Basin, known to have
weak coal



Due to the change in dimensions, the Safety Factor, S,
will be affected. According to Van der Merwe (2001), the
pillar strength prior to scaling:

[1]

where h is the pillar height and w the pillar width.
The pillar load, using the tributary area theory, is:

[2]

where H is the mining depth and C the pillar centre distance.
The Safety Factor, S, is

[3]

After scaling by a distance d had taken place, the new
Safety Factor, Sn, will be:

[4]

If the minimum Safety Factor, Sm, at which failure has to
occur, is reached when the critical scaling distance equals dc,
then it is possible to transpose Equation [4] to calculate dc,
as follows:

[5]

The average rate of scaling at the time of failure, R, can
be determined for each case of pillar failure where the actual
life, L, is known, as follows:

[6]

The data base

In all empirical investigations, the composition of the data
base is of prime importance. For this analysis, the extended
data base that was used by Van der Merwe (2001) to derive
the optimum pillar strength formula for South African
conditions was used as a base, while the collapse cases from
the so-called ‘Weak coal areas’ were included. That data base
already excluded the failures that were suspected to have
been caused by floor or roof failure. All the failures that
occurred within less than a year after mining were then

excluded from the data base, as were the ones where the
actual pillar lives could not be determined due to a lack of
data. The data base, containing the remaining 51 cases of
pillar failure, is summarized in Appendix A.

Figure 4 shows the failures as a function of the safety
factors, confirming that there is no quantifiable correlation
between the safety factors and the times of failure. The
differences between the different mining areas are also
apparent, with the Klip River and Vaal Basin exhibiting
failures relatively soon after mining, at high safety factors.
The analysis that followed, therefore differentiated between
the different mining areas.

Figure 5 shows the frequency distribution of actual pillar
lives for all the pillars in the data base of failed pillars. It is
clear from the Figure that the majority of failures occurred
relatively quickly, within the first ten years of their
formation. Thereafter the rate of failures diminished.

The minimum safety factor that was found in the data
base of failed pillars was 0.46. None of the pillars in the data
base failed immediately. It can then be assumed that some
scaling had to take place before failure occurred, even for the
pillars with low safety factors. It was thus decided to use a
value of 0.4 for Sm, as at that low value failure has to occur.
No pillar with a lower safety factor in the data base of failed
pillars had survived.

Method of analysis

Determination of scaling rate

Equations [5] and [6] were used to calculate the average
scaling rates for all the failed cases in the data base.
Correlations between the scaling rates and other measurable
parameters were then sought. It was found that the scaling
rates did not correlate with the safety factor, pillar widths,
pillar stress or the width-to-height ratio. Note that this
remark does not refer to whether or not pillars are likely to
fail or to the extent of scaling, but merely to the rate of
scaling.

However, there was a strong inverse relationship with
time, see Figure 6, and less well developed relationships with
the mining height, see Figure 7. 

Figure 6 shows that the scaling rate decreased rapidly
with time. The different mining areas exhibited the same
trends.  The grouping of mining areas was based on the
similarity of scaling rates.

It is seen from Figure 7 that in the broad sense, there was
a direct, if in some cases weakly developed, relationship
between mining height and scaling rate. Table I summarizes
the correlation coefficients between scaling rate, mining
height and time for the different areas. These correlations
were only apparent when the data was broken up into the
different mining areas.

Determination of relationships between time, mining
height and scaling rate

As the data indicated that there was a direct relationship
between scaling rate and mining height and an inverse
relationship between scaling rate and time, the correlations
between scaling rate and the h/T (mining height over time)
parameter were investigated. The results are shown in 
Figure 8.
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Figure 3—Cross-section through a pillar, illustrating some of the
nomenclature
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Appendix A: Data base of failed pillars used for the time of failure study

In this appendix, the prefix ‘s’ in the case numbers refers to cases collected by Salamon and Munro (1967), 
‘m’ refers to cases collected by Madden and ‘n’ refers to cases collected after 1995.

Case no. Colliery Seam Coal Field Depth Pillar width Bord width Mining height

s12 Coronation W1 Witbank 25.9 3.7 8.5 3.1
s16 M Steam W2 Witbank 21.3 4.0 8.2 4.6
s17 Wolvekrans W2 Witbank 29.6 5.2 7.0 5.5
s40 Wolvekrans W2 Witbank 33.5 6.1 6.7 5.5
s41 Crown Douglas W2 Witbank 30.5 4.6 7.6 3.7
s57 Koornfontein W2 Witbank 88.4 7.2 6.6 4.9

s116 Waterpan W2 Witbank 61.0 6.1 6.1 4.6
s118 Waterpan W2 Witbank 57.9 6.1 7.6 4.0
m149 Koornfontein W2 Witbank 90.0 7.5 6.0 4.8
m151 Tweefontein W2 Witbank 62.0 7.5 6.4 4.0
m162 Tweefontein W2 Witbank 62.0 7.3 6.2 4.0
m166 Tweefontein W2 Witbank 62.0 6.1 6.1 4.0
m167 Tweefontein W2 Witbank 62.0 6.1 6.1 4.0
n171 Wolvekrans W2 Witbank 41.0 6.4 6.4 6.2
n172 Wolvekrans W2 Witbank 41.0 6.4 6.4 6.2
n173 Wolvekrans W2 Witbank 41.0 6.4 6.4 6.2
n200 New Largo W4 Witbank 43.0 4.8 6.2 2.8

s9 New Largo W4 Witbank 30.5 3.4 6.4 2.6
s64 South Witbank W4 Witbank 61.0 4.7 6.9 3.5

s119 W. Consolidated W4 Witbank 41.1 4.3 6.4 3.1
m148 New Largo W4 Witbank 28.5 3.8 5.8 2.7
m148a New Largo W4 Witbank 34.0 3.5 6.7 2.7
m148b New Largo W4 Witbank 34.0 3.5 6.7 2.7
m163 South Witbank W4 Witbank 56.0 5.1 6.5 3.3
n198 New Largo W4 Witbank 32.0 3.3 6.4 2.3
n199 New Largo W4 Witbank 32.5 3.2 6.5 2.1
s42 South Witbank W5 Witbank 53.3 5.2 6.4 3.7
s55 Blesbok W5 Witbank 68.6 3.4 5.8 1.5
s58 South Witbank W5 Witbank 57.9 5.2 6.4 5.5

m165 Springbok W5 Witbank 22.0 3.5 6.5 1.6
n174 Matla W5 Witbank 35.5 5.5 5.5 2.2
n185 Umgala Alfred Utrecht 101.0 9.0 6.0 3.8
n186 Umgala Alfred Utrecht 100.0 8.5 6.5 3.3
n187 Umgala Alfred Utrecht 97.0 9.0 6.6 3.7
n188 Umgala Alfred Utrecht 51.5 6.0 6.0 3.9
s66 Springfield Main South Rand 193.2 15.9 5.5 5.5
s67 Springfield Main South Rand 184.7 15.9 5.5 5.5

s122 Springfield Main South Rand 167.6 15.9 5.5 5.5
m168 Springfield Main South Rand 165.7 15.0 5.0 5.9
m169 Springfield Main South Rand 195.0 17.0 6.0 4.9
m170 Springfield Main South Rand 205.0 17.0 6.0 5.9
s126 Vierfontein Main Free State 87.8 6.1 6.1 2.0
n175 Springlake Bottom Klip River 70.0 7.5 5.0 1.8
n176 Springlake Bottom Klip River 63.5 7.5 5.0 2.1
s120 Cornelia OFS1 Vaal Basin 128.0 9.8 5.5 3.7
m157 Sigma OFS2 Vaal Basin 112.0 10.6 6.5 2.8
m159 Sigma OFS2 Vaal Basin 108.0 10.6 6.5 3.2
n180 Sigma OFS3 Vaal Basin 82.0 10.0 5.0 2.8
n181 Sigma OFS3 Vaal Basin 96.0 12.0 6.0 2.9
n184 Sigma OFS2a Vaal Basin 112.0 11.5 5.5 2.9
n196 Sigma OFS2a Vaal Basin 104.0 12.0 6.0 3.0



Several different groupings of the data were investigated.
It appeared that the Vaal Basin, Klip River, Utrecht and South
Rand failures displayed similar trends and they were
consequently grouped together, henceforth referred to as the

Vaal Basin group. The Witbank No. 2 and No. 4 seams were
likewise included in a single grouping. The Witbank No 5
Seam was kept separate. Figure 8 clearly shows that the
different groupings displayed different behaviour.

The relationships all had the form:

[7]

where m and x are dimensionless constants.
Table II contains the m and x values as well as the

correlation coefficients of scaling rate with h/T for the
different groups.

R m
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Figure 4—Pillar life as a function of safety factor, illustrating that the
safety factor on its own does not correlate with pillar life. The
differences between the different seams are also apparent

Figure 5—Frequency distribution of pillar failure cases over time,
indicating that most of the failures that did occur, occurred within the
first ten to twenty years

Figure 6—Relationship between the scaling rates of pillars that had
failed and time for the different mining areas

Figure 7—Relationships between mining height and scaling rates for
the different mining areas

Table I

Correlation coefficients between scaling rate, time 
and mining height

Area Time Mining Height

Utrecht/South Rand 0.83 0.53
Witbank No. 4 Seam 0.74 0.64
Witbank No. 5 Seam 0.01 0.8
Vaal Basin 0.95 0.06
Witbank No. 2 Seam 0.83 0.05

Figure 8—Relationships between scaling rate and the h/T parameter
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Prediction of time of failure

Substituting T for L in Equation [6] and combining with
Equation [7], the time of failure, T, can be determined as
follows:

[8]

By using the area specific values for m and x from 
Table II in Equation [8], the life spans of pillars can now be
predicted. This was done for the cases of known failure in the
different areas and the results are shown in Figures 9, 10
and 11.

In the cases of the Vaal Basin and Witbank No. 5 Seam
groups, the correlation coefficients are satisfactory. Even in
the Witbank No. 2 and 4 Seam group, with a much lower
correlation coefficient, it is apparent that the predicted lives of
22 out of 26 cases were in an acceptable time frame.  For the
sake of clarity of the diagram, 4 out of the 26 predictions
were not plotted, as they were in the range of thousands of
years and therefore obviously anomalous. All the other data
were plotted.

No satisfactory prediction could be made for the South
Rand coal field, possibly because the 5 available cases
displayed very little variation with regard to the mining
heights and scaling rates. It could also indicate that for that
coal field, the hypothesis of failure by progressive scaling
does not hold true and that another failure mechanism was
responsible for the pillar failures.

Comparison with failed and stable data bases

It was shown in Figure 5 that the pillar failures tended to
occur quickly, with almost 70% of the failed pillars failing
within the first 15 years. Figure 12 is a comparison between
the frequencies of predicted and actual failures of all the data
in the data base of failed pillars.

The Figure makes it clear that the procedure developed
during this investigation results in a profile of frequencies of
failure over time period that is very close to the observed
data.

As a final test, the procedure was applied to pillars that
had not failed. For this purpose, the data base of intact pillar
cases that was collected by Salamon and Munro (1967) was
used, as that was accepted as representative of pillars that
had not failed. The results are shown in Figure 13 together
with the frequency of the failed pillars. Note that because the
average predicted lives of the intact pillars was 44 000 years,
the time scale in the Figure is logarithmic to provide a clear
visual comparison.

For the prediction of pillar lives of the intact pillars, a
higher scaling rate than the one derived for the Witbank 
No. 2 and 4 Seams was used— the m and x values were
respectively 0.1203 and 0.7049, which were the constants for
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Table II

Correlation coefficients, m and x values for the 
different areas

m-Value x-Value R2

Vaal Basin 1.3888 0.804 0.94
Witbank No. 2 and 4 Seams 0.1624 0.8135 0.81
Witbank No. 5 Seam 0.105 -0.3061 0.09

Figure 11—Comparison of predicted to actual life for failed pillars in
group comprising the Witbank No 2 and 4 Seams. The correlation
coefficient in this case is 0.16

Figure 10—Comparison of predicted to actual life for failed pillars in
group comprising the Witbank No 5 Seam and the Alfred Seam in the
Utrecht Coal Field. The correlation coefficient in this case is 0.66

Figure 9—Comparison of predicted to actual life for failed pillars in the
group comprising the Vaal Basin and Klip River. The correlation
coefficient in this case is 0.53
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the No. 2 Seam only. The reason for doing this was that the
localities of all the pillars in the stable data base was not
known and therefore the maximum rate that was found was
used.

Figure 13 shows a distinct difference between the
predicted lives of the failed and the intact pillar data bases.
The predicted lives of the majority of failed pillars is confined
to a 100-year period while the predicted lives of the intact
pillars extends to thousands of years. 

Volume restriction

Salamon et al. (1998) argued that provided the debris
resulting from pillar failure was not removed, further pillar
scaling could be prevented by choking of the excavation in
certain cases. They developed expressions to calculate the
pillar width at which choking would occur, hypothesizing
that it would happen at the stage when the debris had built
up to the roof of the excavation along the edges of the pillars.
They stated that this would only stop further scaling in the
absence of a stress-driven mechanism of deterioration. 

However, pillar failure where the debris had indeed built
up to the roof had been observed, as shown in Figure 14. It is
thus confirmed that the postulation by Salamon et al. (1998)
should not be applied in the practical situation, where failure
is invariably stress driven. 

Nonetheless, it is known that lateral confinement does
increase the strength of pillars and therefore the basic
argument must be sound, even if the proposed limits can be
questioned. Quantification of the strengthening effect would
be extremely complex and will require extensive further
research. For this investigation, the argument was simplified
by assuming, for the purposes of demonstration, that the
failure process will stop when the coal debris had been
compressed to result in an effective bulking factor of 1.05
from the estimated 1.3 in the uncompressed state and the
angle of repose had been flattened to 30° from the estimated
35° in the undisturbed state. This is shown in Figure 15.

For each case, the volume of coal material that was
available to fill the excavation, resulting from scaling, was
calculated at the stage when failure was predicted to occur. If
the available space, based on the geometry shown in Figure
14, was then less than the volume resulting from scaling, it
was postulated that failure would not occur. 

This test was applied to all the cases in both the failed
and intact data bases. It was found that none of the cases in
the failed data base would be restricted by this consideration
while 30% of the cases in the intact data base would be
restricted and can then be considered to be ‘infinitely stable’. 

Due to the nature of the assumptions in this argument,
this result should not be used for practical design purposes,
but it does indicate that there may be merit in further investi-
gation.

Predicting coal pillar life in South Africa
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Figure 12—Comparison between the predicted and actual frequencies
of pillar failures of failed pillars in all the areas. Note that four
anomalous predictions were omitted from the data

Figure 13—Predicted lives for the data bases of failed and intact pillar
cases. The data base of intact pillars is only a sample of the total
population of pillars that had not failed, while the data base of failed
pillars include all the known cases of failed pillars. The overlap area in
the Figure is thus not significant

Figure 14—Illustration of a case where pillars had failed even though
the scaling debris had reached roof height. The original road width in
this case was more than 6 m, while the width at the top of the cavity
after failure was less than 4 m

Figure 15—Schematic cross-section through scaling pillars showing
the build-up of confining debris against the pillar sides
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Discussion and conclusions

The safety factor is a poor predictor of pillar life

It was shown in the ‘Data Base’ section of the paper, and
particularly by Figure 4, that the safety factor on its own
cannot be used in a quantifiable manner to predict pillar life. 

The differences in behaviour between the coals in
different seams and areas have to be taken into
account

It was found that without differentiation of the data base, no
useful trends could be found that could enable a prediction
method of pillar life to be developed. This finding
corresponds with the recent work done on laboratory
strength tests of coal samples from different areas—Van der
Merwe, (2001)1—and the derivation of an optimum formula
for pillar strength—van der Merwe, (2001)2—where it was
shown that the differences in behaviour between the different
areas are quantifiable. This finding corresponds with the
experience of underground coal miners in South Africa.
There is now ample evidence to allow differentiation between
the different areas. More work on the reasons for the
differences and boundaries of the groupings will be of
benefit.

The majority of pillars in South Africa fail by a process
of progressive pillar scaling

The results obtained by the method based on the assumption
that pillars fail by progressive scaling, indicates that the
assumption is probably correct. This is backed up by
observation over several years in different coal mining areas
of South Africa.

The rate of scaling decreases over time

It was shown that the initial scaling rate is the highest and
that it decreases rapidly with time. This conforms with the
observation that the majority of known failures occurred
relatively soon after the formation of the pillars. It is also in
accordance with the observations by Van Biesien and
Rockaway (1988) in the USA.

The scaling rate is directly proportional to the mining
height

It was shown that there is a general trend that the higher the
mining height, the greater the rate of scaling. The rate of
scaling does not correlate with other measurable parameters
like pillar stress or width-to-height ratio.

The time of pillar failure depends on the maximum
amount of tolerable scaling

It was shown that failure occurs when the amount of scaling
reaches the maximum tolerable amount by which the pillar
width can be decreased. This indirectly brings the safety
factor into play. With the safety factor comes all the related
matters like pillar load, width-to-height ratio, etc. that in
isolation, do not play a discernible role in the time of failure.
The higher the safety factor, the greater the amount of
scaling that can be tolerated. In this context, the term
‘scaling’ implies the distance into the pillar by which there is
a loss of strength. Whether this is always due to physical

detachment of portions of the pillar sides or merely the loss
of strength caused by oxidation or other processes is not yet
known and should be researched.

The proposed method to predict pillar life
corresponds with the characteristics of both the
failed and intact pillar case data bases in South Africa

It was shown that the proposed method results in frequencies
of failure over time that match the frequencies of observed
pillar collapses in South Africa to a high degree. It was also
shown that the method is successful in distinguishing
between the cases of failed and intact pillar cases. The
predicted lives of failed pillars matched their observed lives,
while the predicted lives of the intact pillars were orders of
magnitude greater.

Pillars that have not failed soon after mining can be
expected to be stable for a very long time

In this context, ‘soon after mining’ means within 20 or 30
years. The reason for this is that the rate of scaling decreases
rapidly over time and if the critical scaling distance is not
reached within the period of high scaling rates, it will take
ever longer to reach it. This has major implications for the
undermining of structures by high safety factors and for the
provision of funds to cater for post mine closure mitigation of
damage due to subsidence. It means that if failure does not
occur during the first few decades after mining, the pillars
may be expected to be stable for much longer periods than is
usually catered for in human planning. The periods of
expected stability will probably span millennia in several
instances. It was also shown that there is considerable merit
in conducting further research into the possibility that
choking of the excavations can permanently halt the failure
process.

There is now a method to predict the probability of
failure of pillars over time

The overlap between the populations of failed and thus far
stable pillar cases can be used to calculate the probability of
failure of pillars as a function of time. For this to be done, the
data base of intact pillars has to be revised in the light of the
most frequent mining conditions over the past few decades.
The intact pillar data base of Salamon and Munro (1967) is
useful to demonstrate the ability of the prediction method to
distinguish between failed and stable pillar cases as it is an
accepted collection of representative intact pillar cases, but for
actual probability of failure predictions, it will have to be
extended.

New philosophy for pillar design

Instead of designing pillars to a specific safety factor, it
would be more practical to design around a desired pillar life.
It has been shown that the method to predict pillar life
presented in this paper, albeit crude, can distinguish between
cases of failed and intact pillars at a given point in time,
which is what a safety factor formula should logically do. It is
known that the concept of pillar stability is dependent on
time—what is stable today may not be stable in a decade or a
century. With further refinement, it may become possible to
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develop a procedure to design pillars to be stable for a
specified time period. For instance, pillars underneath
structures that require protection may be designed as ‘10 000
year pillars’ while production panels without any surface or
safety related constraints may be designed as ‘10 year
pillars’.

Further work

As this work is new, the procedure is not yet sufficiently
refined to allow prediction of pillar life to fine tolerances.
However, there is at least a basic method that can be used to
refine the procedure. There is as much data to work with as
there is to derive methods to calculate safety factors.
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